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“The next time you think about going to one of those swing era-revival parties,  
where folks come in knickers and do the Lindy Hopall evening, consider dropping by a Mwenso and the Shakes show 

instead. This semi-large ensemble has its own tap dancer; a prowling, proselytizing bandleader, Michael Mwenso, whose 
job is to minister to the audience and call the band to action as much as it is to sing; and a robust rhythm section that 
kicks up dust lustily. Mwenso’s chief concern is getting its audiences moving — though, admittedly, this is not Lindy 
Hoppable music. Hear how the band toggles between cooled-off swing and a thrashing rock beat on ‘Big Spender.’ 
It was smart of the Shakes, whose real medium is the stage, to record their debut album live. That record, the fine 

Emergence (The Process of Coming into Being).”

BOING BOING’S  
“RIYL PODCAST”

PRI’S THE WORLD  
INTERVIEW

https://www.npr.org/sections/allsongs/2019/04/04/709525163/check-out-more-tiny-desk-contest-entries-we-love
https://www.buildseries.com/video/5d41ee8510ca0410b9f3138f/
https://www.wnyc.org/story/mwenso-shakes-perform/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/02/arts/music/playlist-ariana-grande-noah-cyrus-yungblud.html?te=1&nl=louder&emc=edit_ms_20190802?campaign_id=53&instance_id=11382&segment_id=15838&user_id=b584ed96f70e4faa2ab0f92b7f4e4ed7&regi_id=89579538
https://riyl.podbean.com/e/episode-355-bonus-michael-mwenso-of-mwenso-and-the-shakes/
https://www.pri.org/file/2019-08-29/musical-diversity-mwenso-and-shakes
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“…a unique troupe of global artists 
presenting music that merges 

entertainment and artistry.”

“Not many bands in the orbit of  
jazz today can begin to approach  
the crowd-pleasing threshold of 

Mwenso and The Shakes.”

“They’re a band best  
experienced live, in all 
 their fiery, chaotic, and 

vibrant glory.”

“The music doled out by Mwenso  
and the Shakes is effusive,  

overflowing with elements of  
classical jazz, blues, world music and 
tap. When played live, this amalgam 
of ideas and musical references has 

garnered the spiritual jazz-outfit with a 
reputation for energetic sets and  

genre-pushing inventions.” 

ALBUM ART

“Mwenso’s voice is its own creature, 
always impassioned but well versed at 
exploring a rainbow of characters; the 

mellifluous crooning, the gritty growling, 
the intoxicated seesawing and the rich, 
hearty, chuckling syllables. He sounds 
like he’s constantly experimenting at  
the outer boundaries of his voice.”
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“Michael Mwenso 
hasn’t assembled a 
band he has created 

an experience.”

“For those interested in serious  
music that catalogues our modern 

experience within a global and  
historical context, hearing the 

charismatic sound that flow out of 
Mwenso & the Shakes is so necessary.”

“To say the music of Mwenso and  
The Shakes is pretty wild is an 

understatement. It’s part jazz, part funk 
and part Broadway show tunes.”

“A Mwenso and the Shakes  
show, as well as this album, is a 

mesmerizing cross-cultural, genre-
busting extravaganza that entwines 

you in its tendrils in an embrace you’ll 
find it hard to disengage from. Just 

give in, listen, and be healed.”


